
 

 

BEFORE THE VIDYUT OMBUDSMAN 
   Andhra Pradesh & Telangana 

:: Present :: 

C. Ramakrishna 

Date: 08-10-2014 

Appeal No. 34 & 38 of 2014 

 

Between 

Appeal No. 34 of 2014 

Sri. K. Balaraj, Alikhanpally, Bomraspet, Mahaboobnagar District 

... Appellant 

And 

1. AAE/Operation/TSSPDCL/Bomraspet/Mahaboobnagar District 

2. ADE/Operation/TSSPDCL/Kodangal/MahaboobnagarDistrict 

3. DE/Operation/ TSSPDCL/Mahaboobnagar/Mahaboobnagar District  

4. SE/Operation/TSSPDCL/Mettugadda/Mahaboobnagar District 

… Respondents 

 

Appeal No. 38 of 2014 

Sri. M. Ananthaiah, S/o. Sayanna, Alikhanpally (V), Bomraspet(M), 

Mahaboobnagar District  

... Appellant 

And 

1. The AAE/Operation/TSSPDCL/Bomraspet/Mahaboobnagar District 

2. The ADE/Operation/TSSPDCL/Kodangal/Mahaboobnagar District  

3. The DE/Operation/ TSSPDCL/Mahaboobnagar/Mahaboobnagar District 
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4. The SE/Operation/TSSPDCL/Mettugadda/Mahaboobnagar District 

… Respondents 

 

The above appeals filed on 18-07-2014 have come up for final hearing            

before the Vidyut Ombudsman on 22-09-2014 at Mahboobnagar. The         

appellants, as well as respondents 1 to 4 above were present. As the appeals              

are about a common issue, both the appeals are being disposed of by a              

common order. Having considered the appeals, the written and oral          

submissions made by the appellants and the respondents, the Vidyut          

Ombudsman passed the following:  

 

AWARD 

 

2. The appeals arose out of the complaint of the consumers that they            

were not released agricultural connection in spite of applying for them and            

paying for the initial connection charges.  

 

3. The appellants filed identical appeals stating that they have dug          

borewells in their own land and that they have also paid an amount of Rs.               

5,450/- about a year and half ago in the form of DD in favour of the third                 

respondent; that estimate was prepared by the respondent ADE, the material           

was drawn about 8 months ago and was kept in the respondent AE’s office;              

that when they are asking for the DTr to be fixed, instead of releasing the               

DTr, the respondent ADE is demanding illegal gratification and as it is not             

being satisfied, he is saying that the DTr will be released according to             

seniority but all the while releasing DTrs to others out of turn; that they have               

released DTrs to whoever had paid illegal gratification; and that the           
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complaints about their corruption to the higher officers are going unheeded.           

They also submitted that they are losing about Rs. 4.00 lakhs per crop. They              

finally pleaded that the DTr should be got fixed and that some compensation             

for loss of crop should be ordered for. 

 

4. The respondents were issued a notice for hearing the appeals. The           

respondent AE and ADE submitted that during physical verification of the           

complaint of the appellants, it was found that the appellants’ borewells are            

running under an existing 100 kVA DTr near their lands in the village as below: 

 

 

Figure:  Line sketch of the field status 

 

They further submitted that an estimate for an additional 25 kVA DTr was             
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already sanctioned and work has been completed as per the orders of the             

CGRF; that the DTr also has been charged recently; and that the consumer             

appellants are drawing power from the nearby 100 kVA DTr. They submitted            

that the appellants want to draw power from the 25 kVA DTr that is erected               

recently without paying for the pole and line charges that need to be incurred              

by them; that if the appellants are willing to bear the cost of the pole and line                 

charges, they can be extended power supply from the newly erected 25 kVA             

DTr.  

 

5. The key point that arose for consideration in this appeal is whether or             

not there is truth in the allegations being levelled against the respondents by             

the appellants; and if so, what relief can be ordered. 

 

6. A little peek into the ground realities is what is going to give us the               

correct perspective of the matter. Agricultural service being totally         

unmetered, usage of electricity for its purpose is rampant and has become            

substantially unauthorized and uncontrolled. Ryots resort to tapping the         

existing electrical lines for the purpose of providing electricity to their           

borewells. They dig borewells rampantly and randomly all over their fields. As            

supply of electricity to agricultural services has become highly sensitive, the           

field staff of the DISCOM are not in a position to control the illegal tapping of                

electricity for agriculture purpose. It is only when the quality of illegally            

tapped power becomes unbearable that the ryot gets interested in applying           

for an authorized service connection in the hope of getting power through a             

properly sanctioned DTr, so that the quality of power improves. The other            

occasions on which the agriculturist becomes interested in authorized supply is           

to avail Government subsidy by paying just a little more than Rs. 5,000/-. He              
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feels the need to incur this Rs. 5000/- because he dug another borewell and              

wants power to it as the source of power viz., a DTr or an LT line may not be                   

available nearby. It is then that he applies for a connection. The Government             

policy not only encourages the ryots to apply for proper connections, but also             

subsidizes the cost to a large extent. As per the existing policy, for every              

agriculture service that is applied for, where extension of lines involves 3            

poles, the DISCOM will bear a maximum expenditure of Rs. 30,000/- for            

extending supply to an agriculture service. But where the estimate involves           

extension of HT line, LT line and DTr, the DISCOM bears an expenditure of              

upto Rs. 50,000/- while leaving the balance to be paid by the consumer/s. In              

order to avail this benefit of subsidy, usually three or more consumers come             

together and make an application for agricultural service seeking an estimate           

which involves the erection of a DTr. Typically an estimate which involves            

laying a 25 kVA DTr, erection of 60 meters 11 kV line and erection of 130                

meters LT line with 3 poles will amount to slightly less than Rs. 1,50,000/-.              

As the total estimate itself is less than the combined total of subsidy for three               

agricultural connections, the ryots get to have the service without having to            

pay for anything but for the initial Rs. 5,450/- that needs to be paid. In such                

cases problems arise, if the extension of supply goes beyond the required 3             

poles.  It is in this background that the present appeal has to be looked into.  

 

7. The appellants have come together along with a third applicant (who is            

not an appellant here) and have made an application for agricultural service in             

the month of January, 2013. The respondents have created an estimate on            

01-12-2013. In order to keep the costs low for the applicants, the            

respondents have created the estimate only to an extent of Rs. 1,47,381.74/-            

involving erection of a 25 kVA DTr, 60 meters of 11 kV line and 130 meters of                 
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LT line with 3 poles. One of the applicants (the person who is not the               

appellant herein) developed some personal disputes with the appellants herein          

and as part of an informal settlement that is reached among them, has been              

given the LT line with the three poles. The other two i.e., the appellants              

herein, were left with no LT line till their borewells. Things are more             

complicated than what they appear. Actually, the appellants are reportedly          

and admittedly drawing power from an existing 100 kVA DTr from the day of              

their application for service. Thereby, the 25 kVA DTr that is now erected is              

unutilized by the appellants. Unless they now pay for the cost of the LT line               

with poles, they will not be able to get supply from this DTr. Bearing the cost                

of LT lines with poles is not appealing to the appellants and hence the appeal               

bringing in a litany of complaints against the respondents. In view of all this,              

this authority feels that there is no merit in the submissions made by the              

appellants. While drawing power -- illegally i.e., without there being a           

sanction of authorized service connection -- from an existing DTr, the           

appellants have sought connection from a new DTr. And when the new DTr is              

ultimately sanctioned and erected for their use, they refuse to pay even the             

line charges to avail power from it. This is nothing but a wastage of national               

resources.  

 

8. The allegations levelled against the AE and the ADE are serious in            

nature. It is not for this authority to sit in enquiry / judgment over such               

allegations in a proceeding as this. It is for the respondent DISCOM to look              

into such allegations and take appropriate action as deemed fit. 

 

9. The appellants also alleged that the respondents have been releasing          

DTrs to others out of turn. This authority is not impressed with this kind of               
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allegation. Any consumer can have a grievance that he is not given a service              

connection or that the quality of power being drawn by him is not up to the                

mark. But it is not for him to look into who is given a DTr and who is not.                   

Based on the system requirements, the respondents are duty bound to erect            

DTrs wherever there is need to improve the system. A consumer is not             

supposed to be given a DTr.  A consumer is given service connection. 

 

10. As regards the submission of the appellants that they have suffered a            

loss of Rs. 4 lakhs per crop, no proof whatsoever is adduced by them and they                

have also not pressed this issue during hearings. Hence this is not being             

looked into.  

 

11. Coming to the CGRF’s order, this authority does not find any need to             

interfere with it, as the DTr was erected by the respondents at its             

intervention.  

 

12. Therefore, it is hereby ordered that: 

● the appellants shall pay the cost of LT lines and poles if they want to               

avail power from the newly erected 25 kVA DTr; and  

● it is for the DISCOM to look into the allegations of corruption levelled             

against the respondents. 

 

13. This order is corrected and signed on this 08th day of October, 2014. 

 
 
 
 

VIDYUT OMBUDSMAN 
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To 

1. Sri. K. Balaraj, Alikhanpally, Bomraspet, Mahaboobnagar Dist 

2. Sri. M. Ananthaiah, S/o. Sayanna, Alikhanpally (V), Bomraspet(M), 

Mahaboobnagar Dist. 

3. The Addl. Assistant Engineer, Operation, TSSPDCL, Bomraspet,       

Mahaboobnagar District 

4. The Assistant Divisional Engineer Operation, TSSPDCL, Kodangal,       

Mahaboobnagar District 

5. The Divisional Engineer, Operation, TSSPDCL, Mahabubnagar,      

Mahaboobnagar District 

6. The Superintending Engineer, Operation, TSSPDCL, Mettugadda,      

Mahaboobnagar District 

 

Copy to: 

7. The Chairman, C.G.R.F-1,(Rural), TSSPDCL, Door No. 8-3-167/14, GTS 

Colony, Vengalraonagar Colony, Erragadda, Hyderabad - 500 045. 

8. The Secretary, APERC, 11-4-660, 5th Floor, Singareni Bhavan, Red 

Hills, Hyderabad - 500 004. 
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